The Ninth and final Wave of the Mayan Calendar

As you can see from the dates below we are currently in the ninth wave of the Mayan Calendar. This is the final wave of the prophetic calendar with an extraordinary high frequency of dramatic events.

- The Ninth wave is also known as the Universal wave.

The waves are levels of consciousness the human race has ascended through. We are on the highest and last of these. The levels are called underworlds.

Each underworld is divided into 7 periods of light and 6 of darkness known as days and nights.

Each of these periods is governed by a specific Mayan deity (energy) which affects the consciousness of that time period. Day 1 being Heaven 1 and so on until Heaven 13. They generate a process from Seeding in the first Day to Fruition in the Seventh.

Each Underworld has a particular effect on the global mind and on global history and is twenty times shorter than the one it is built upon. This is why we experience time as speeding up.

The first underworld’s day/night periods were 1.26 billion years each. In the current underworld we will experience these changes every 18 days. The Ninth wave will complete on October 28 2011.

The ninth wave

This diagram indicates the motion of the “wave” of energies belonging to the ninth wave and the related dates as to when these come into play.
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